
Oil Pastels - Tips and techniques 
 

Oil pastels are a great medium for drawing. The colours are bright and strong and you can blend 

them as well. Oil pastels work better for larger drawings as they are chunky and not suited to fine 

detail. 

I find that oil pastels tend to look much better on black or coloured paper. I love using black paper 

with oil pastels, and brown kraft paper also works really well. 

 

 

 

Notice the difference between how the colours look on the black and white papers 

 

 



Tips 
 

Use test paper to check that the colour looks right, especially if you are using black or 

coloured paper. Test paper is also useful if you want to check if two colours will layer or 

blend well together. 

Have a tissue or paper towel ready to keep your oil pastels clean as you work, so you don't 

end up with bits of colour where you don't want them! 

 

 

 

Techniques 
 

Layering  

 Layering is where you use more than one colour of oil pastel in an area. I like to use layering in 

almost all areas of my drawing when I use oil pastels. It just looks great, and brings depth and 

interest to the drawing. You could use colours that are very similar for a subtle effect, or more 

different colours for a more noticeable effect. In the image below, observe the difference in effect 

between the small squares coloured in a single colour, and the larger squares that have used 

layering of two colours. 

 



 

Blending 

 Blending is simply mixing two different colours together on the paper. You do this by drawing over 

one colour with another. You could go back and forth between the colours you are blending to mix 

them even more. You can also use your finger or a tissue to smudge and blend colours. Try all of 

these blending techniques to see which one you like best! 

 

 

 

Outlining shapes with black oil pastel 
 As a finishing touch, adding a black outline can make objects in your drawing stand out, and make 

your drawing look neater. Check out the difference in the example below. The effect of the black 

outline is most noticeable in the bunch of leaves in the bottom left, and around the butterfly’s body. 

 

 

 



Expressive mark making 
The marks you make with oil pastels will show up really nicely. There are many ways to make 

different marks with oil pastels - here are a few examples: 

 

Stippling is making many small dots or dashes. The marks can be very close together or spread out a 

bit more for different effects. This technique can be time consuming, but very beautiful. 

 

Scumbling is a technique used in both drawing and painting. It is basically going around in a small, 

circular motion. 

 

Sgraffito means "scratching" in Italian. You can use all sorts of tools, such as cutlery or a wooden 

toothpick to scratch lines or marks into a thick layer of oil pastel. 

 

Directional Shading is when your marks are all going in a similar direction. In the first example, the 

lines are all going in a horizontal direction. in the second example, the marks all follow the direction 

of the outline of the shape in the picture. 

 

Hatching is a drawing technique where sets of short lines are drawn together to cover an area. 

 



 

Can you find some of the mark making techniques described above in this picture? 

 


